Dennis' Gourmet
Clean, Simple Ingredients. Vegan, Low Sodium, Low Sugar, Fat and Gluten-Free!

Dennis' Black Bean and Corn Salsa
MSRP:

Dennis' Black Bean and Corn Salsa is chunky, slightly spicy, with a hearty flavor that
makes it perfect by itself or in a wide array of recipes, especially our Fiesta Chicken.
Dennis' Black Bean and Corn Salsa is our top selling flavor and has been a huge success in
every sales channel.
UPC:
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Dennis' Fiery Red Salsa - Medium
MSRP:

Dennis’ Fiery Red Salsa is a delicious marriage of tomatoes, garlic, cilantro, and lime,
and a unique blend of poblano, serrano, and habanero peppers. The versatility of this
salsa makes it a great addition to many recipes or on its own with chips. It's perfect for
all the lovers of heat!
UPC:
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Dennis' Mango Salsa
MSRP:

Dennis’ Mango Salsa is the tropical flavor of mangoes combined with just the right
amount of garlic, mint, and cilantro, combined with fresh tomatoes and a bit of
jalapeno heat to make a wonderfully refreshing salsa. It's great with chips and the
requisite margarita or as a topping for seafood, chicken, pork, or tacos.
UPC:
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More information
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Email: dennis@revafoods.com

Scan the QR code or visit www.range.me/Au tnZD Yw

Website: http://revafoods.com

Dennis' Fiery Red Salsa - Hot
MSRP:

Hot is about two things; flavor first and lots of heat second. This salsa is a delicious
marriage of tomatoes, garlic, cilantro, and lime. Add the spice of poblano, serrano, and
habanero peppers and you’ve got a winner. Dennis' Fiery Red - Hot has all the same great
flavor and healthy attributes as the medium version - only hotter! It's a must have for
UPC:

those that want to bring on the heat!
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Dennis' Pineapple Salsa
MSRP:

Dennis’ Pineapple Salsa is a delicious break from the usual salsas. It’s a wonderfully
fresh combination of pineapple, garlic, mint, cilantro, and fresh tomatoes with a nice
little kick of jalapeno. It's gourmet flavor is great on its own or as a tropical addition
to your favorite recipe.
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